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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one 
question from each section. All questions carry equal
marks.
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SECTION-I 

(T^T^-I)

1. "The Dharmashastra text reveals the tension between theory 
and practice within the Brahmanical tradition". Discuss.

cHH oFt ^FZ WTT tl

2. Discuss the socio-economic milieu for the rise of hetero sects 
of 6th century B.C. with special reference to Jainism.

WT w M«fcF

SECTION-II

( W^-1I )

3. Critically highlight the main features of Early Rock-cut 
temples of ancient India, with special reference to South 
India.

W’T w W fsreta 3 yjHh w 3iRfw

4. Highlight architectural features of Sun temple.

W <=n^=hrii tiwt
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5. Bring out the main features of Dravida School of temple 
architecture.

W stfTO f^ITTO -g^T 1ft
TOFR iftf^l

6. "Religion was intimately connected with the development 
in architecture", in the light of given statement highlight the 
development of temple architecture under Gupta's.

4 TO 3 1|31T
8Jl”, IFF TO W W
cfRg^T eft ft|W ‘'ri TO ^rfTOJ

SECTION-III 
( T^TT^-IH )

7. Do you think that the art of making sculptures in India began
during the Mauryan period?

to 3Tiwt d4iai t gptatfi tof ift toit 
«ft?

8. Why are the mural paintings of Ajanta renowned?

3FTO fafa fTO TOf vfw f?

9. The sculptural form of South India is characterised by intense
emotions. Discuss.

^FT WT TjfteTT TO TTTO W3lf tl
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10. Do you agree with the view that, "the paintings at Tabo can 
be described as the Himalayan Ajanta Substantiate your 
answer with argument?

3RT 3JTR FT fa^R 3 TOT t far

fFWTt OTRIT $ 3 rMt faRU W ROTT t?”
RT«T 3OT 3rR
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